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Rugby Military Academy
Berkeley, California.

The Rugby Military Academy, situated at Ward, Ellsworth,

Pulton and Derby Streets, Berkeley, California, opened its doors on

the fifteenth day of August, nineteen hundred and seven. It offered,

what its founders thought and have since proven, a broad and liberal

training for the discriminating youth of to-day. It offered two

complete departments, the Scholastic and the Military, both as

fully developed as was possible at the time of starting. The

Scholastic Department took for its model the best accredited pre-

paratory schools in the state, aiming all the time at fulfilling the

requirements set by the University of California and Stanford.

Masters were secured from the better universities to direct the

young ideas, and courses of study mapped out that would best fit

the average youth of to-day. Individual work has been aimed at

in all cases and has been accomplished. The cadets have had the

advantage of the best training in all lines of studies, as they have

had individual teaching.

The Military Department in the academy has proven one of the

most successful features. It is a wonderful training for the

average boy and not alone fits the body but sharpens the mind.

Military order is everywhere prevalent, no part of the school being

free from that discipline. The practical course of instruction in

this department consists of cavalry drill (mounted and dismounted),

guard duty, inspection, rifle practice, setting up exercises, practice

marches, sham battles, etc., etc.

To obtain the best results the number of students is limited, and

only boys of correct morals, who will cheerfully obey the rules of

the school, need apply for admission. Furthermore, each applicant

must present a certificate of good character from his former teacher,

and at least two other references of satisfactory nature.

For catalogue and full information address

LELAND STANFORD RAMSDELL,
Commandant R. M. A.


